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K. C. Snyder
Staff Writer

Starting now through Oct. 27,
many UMR juniors wIll be taking a
new general ' education test called
the Academic Profile . T he test,
which repl aces the Colleg BA SE
that had been ad min is tered fo r the
past two years, is j ointly ;ponsored
by the College Board and the Educational T estin.g Serv ice of P rinceto n,
N .J.
UMR used t he Academic P rofile
test prior to 1992, but was forced by
the UM Bo ard of Cur ato rs to switch
over to C-B ASE . D ur ing the two
years th at U MR s tudents took CBASE, they found the test triv ial to
the point where the res ults were not
taken seriously. Most students, faculty, and administration agreed th at
it was inappropri ate for UMR. After much petitioning by all four UM
campuses, the Board of Curators decided to allow each campus to
choose its own general education
test. UMR chose the Academic Profile because it will most likely be
more challenging to UMR students ,
it doesn't require as much time (3
hours vs . 4 1/2), and it is much more
popular with colleges nationwide .
"Now that we've returned to the
Academic Profile, we hope students
will find the test results more useful
in pinpointing their weaknesses and
working to improve them , " said
Ellen Leininger, director of UMR 's
Academic Assessment Office. "For
the past seven years, we've looked
over all of the general education
tests available, II!'d the faculty se\
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lected the Academic Profile." UMR
is required by the Board of
Curatorsto administer a general
education test to all its students
before they graduate.
The Academic Profile tests students in three areas: Humanities,
Social Sciences, and Natural Sciences . The test will also judge proficiency level on a scale from 1
(low) to 3 (high) in the areas of
writi ng, mathematics, and read in g!
critical thinki ng. The score reports
will be con fidenti al, and copie s w ill
be given oill y to th e student and hi s
adv iser. Electi ves s hould be cho sen
in order for the st udents to improve
their abilities in weak areas. Tes t
results will also be ava il able to st ude nts ' re spective dep artm ents, so
that each department can get feedback on its st ude nts' abiliti es and
make ch anges in the curricul urn in
order to produce more we ll-rounded
graduate s.
"Some students have used the
test results on a resume," s aid
Leininger. "For instance, the resuits can provide documentation of
good writing skills."
One of the colleges which still
uses C-BASE is CMSU , which e nrolls a high perce ntage of education
majors. C-BASE was originally de signed as a educ ation school adm is s ions test fo r pro spective teachers.
Only 60 colleges across the country
still use C-BASE; many more prefer
the Academic Profile .
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............... The health department will hold two...... ,
,," flu shot clinics on campus for students, fac~"
/" ulty, and staff. The cost of the shot will be $5.00.',
,/ The clinics will be held on Tuesday, October 11 from '\
" 7:30 A.M. to 12:00 noon and on Thursday, October 13 \
I from 12:00 noon to 4:00 P.M. in the Mark Twain room, I
\
University Center-East. The number of shots available J
\
,is limited. They will be given on a first come, first serve /
\,basis. People who are allergic to eggs or iodine o~/
" who are ill at the time of the clinic is held will,,"
" ...... _
not be allowed to participate
.......... /
.....

Students who have already taken
C-BASE are welcome to take the
Academic Profile test as well. Due
to budget constraints, however ,
there is a fee of $20. For details,
contact the Academic Assessment
Office at 101 Norwood Hall, or call
341-4898.
\ l
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· What:' s ' Up at: ,UMR

All orginizational meeting times
and places are provided by the
Student Activity Center, UCW
118. Please send all cbanges to the
aforementioned off'tce.

Wednesday
1n1nllluro!C_Counlry, Vollqb.lbndl\>olErwi..

7:30 pm: Voices ofInspiration Mtg., 1AAssemblyof

SS.

God

powers ofattorney, beneficiary deeds and documents

tact Sandra Johnson or Marcia DeMarcus, ORISE

known as "Living Wills". Legal Aid serves clients in

Fellowship Programs, Oak Ridge InstilUteforScicncc

5:30 pm: Council of Graduate SlUdm.. mtg., 125

a 12-county area of South Central Minouri. Penons

andEducation.Science/Engi.neeringEducationDivi-

7:31pm: Solar Cor Team Mtg.,G-3Bosic

a.em.

whoarc:~J.egalasslitanceintheareaof'imple

.ion,P.O.Box I 17,oakRidge,:renn.,37831-0117,or

estateplanningorotherareumaycall341-36SS or 1-

c:aU1-800-S69-1749. FAX-on-demondcaobeutilizcd

7:341 pm: SHORTS MIg., MutcTwoin.

6'" pm: Alcido mtg., 304 Rolla

800-999-0249toapplyforfrcclcgalocrviccs.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-

by.irnplydia!in&(6IS)4S3-76S2fromanytouch-IOne

.:" pm: .Aikido C1ubProctice, 304 Rollo Bldg,

,:31 pll" BSUBibie Study, Baptist Student cenicr

':10 pm: St.Pat'.CommitteeMlg, I07CMEAmlex

7'" pm: Eta Kappa Nu help ....i.... 213 EE

8:" pm: College IUpublicaDS Mtg.. 117 CE

7t3lpm: AlooholicaAuooymousOpenMlg.,WoInut

Studen.lI conaiderins the continuation of their

cducatiortaIca~sbouIdlooktothc U.s. DcpatlmClll

'I'ccilicpn>gratndcseripti<OvapplicatioafonnOrptO- •

ofEnergy (DOE)forahelpfulhand. Tmsofthousands

gramflieryou_cstedWillaUtomauc:aUybef.x<d1o
you.

athleticsqja~~

The Oak Ridge /ruIilutc for Sciencc and Educ:ation(ORISE) _ _ ~bythcU.s.Dcpat1matt

ica.radiooctive_nunascment,andindustrialhy-

ofEnCIJYIo uftdCllake natiOnaland international ptO-

prof~or~)~!
nationpfag.¥.

.~lIble

1_ _12:341 pm: ASUM Vo... Registrati....

Friday

11:341 ... : BSUProyerI.uocb,BoptistSlUdmtCen-

1:3. pm: Muslim Student Asooc. MIg,

':"pm: AmoldAirSocictymtg.,209 Horris

simco
and .dministered i?Y t!>c Oak Ridge. ~tute for.Sci-

3:08pm: Trap and Skeet Club MIg.,I04B T2

ll:3t pm:

enceandEducationprovidefu1lplym~toftuitionand

Thesday

UMR 800_ Club meeting. G&D
.,00 pm: UMR Physics Colloquium, Room 104
Physics.

1:38 pm: Stuco u,wyer; WoInut
OtemE

7:00 pm: Show-MeAuirne Mtg., 204 McNutt

6:00 pm: Down to Earth Mig., 211 McNutt

7:00 pm: SUBMovie:GrossAnatomy,l04ME.

Wesley-Breakaway, Wesley House

re$ch~;

co~ct ;'iththc U.s. oq;;.t1mcntofEn~y. Estab-

tUne when.thl

little and alIo'

depc:ndingon thespcc:ificprogtllll and the degree being

lished iii 1946, ORAU ia • consortium of82 collcg..

p~

anduniymities.

3:30 pm: Otristian Science Organ. Mtg., Sunrise '

dtip applicati:m "and completion of

7:00 pm: A10lE MIg., 0-3 Scb=k

U:OO pm: Gaming Assoc. Open Gaming Session,

ceived their undetgl'duate degrees in a science or

gram, MadeTwoIn

cngineeringdi5ciplineby.ug..tI99~.
•

ingmanagement

IFe mtg., 206 McNutt

UMR Women', Soccer vs, Greenville

souriStateUniversity,K.irksville,Mo.

7:00pm: UMRFallFllmScrics, "A Brief History of
Time," Miles Auditorium, ME

2:00 pm: UMR Football vs. Northwest Missouri
7:" pm: Raider5mtg., 302 Harris

State Univcnoity, Maryville, Mo.

7:31 pm: SME Mig., 204 McNutt

1:00 pm: UMR Women's Soccervs. Northeast Mis-

1:tI pm: KAppaKapp.Psi!fauBctaSigmaMlg., 20§

souri state Univemty, Kirbvi:1le. Mo.

McNutt

8:00 pm: Aikido Club Practice, 304 Rolla Bldg

Next Wednesday
5:30 pm: UMR Women's Soccer vs. Westminster
College, UMRSoccerCornplex

7:" pm: SUB Movie: Gross AnatomY,104 ME.
7:tt pm: Uving Poets society and Krs sponsor an

i:.. pm: A1p1a Chi Sigma plcdgemlg.,l25OtcmE
9:t1 pm: SUB Movie: i'mty Woman,104 ME.

Thursday

"open mic" poetry reading in JU', dining room. For

moreinfomwioocontactScottLinkat 341-9758 .

. 1:31 pm: Tau Beta Sigma MIg., 212 McNutt

Sunday
1...31 am: Bahai CUb Study MIg., Walnut

7:38pm:

uMR Men'. Soccer va. WcstminsterCol-

lege, UMR SocccrComplex

SlUdentCoucCilCommentBoothoccampustoday.
. ':OOpm: UMR Women',Soccervi. QuincyUniver11:....... 1:"pm: SMEBratwuntSalcs.McNutL

aity,Quincy,Dl

1:45 pm: ChrUtianScienu Mtg.,SurttUc.

6'" pm: WcaleyDinnerandOt.pc~ W..ItyH....

Financial Aid
THE AIR FORCEIS STlLLIURING and b.. 2and 3
yearscholat$hips available through lheAir Force Re-

serve OfficerTraining Corps (AFROTC)forqUalilied
3:341 pm: SluCo Student Issu.. Mig., Merarnac.

7:30pm: c.mpusCruaadcforOtriatMtg.,WoInut

college 5tudenll in leleclcd engineering, science, and

5:tt pm: Pi Tau sigma Mtg., 206 McNutt.

':l!Opm: KMNRatationmccting.I07CMEAmlex

and laboratory, textbook. and incidental fees plus a

6:t1.pm: Christian Campus Fellowship Mig., Made
Twain

9:" pm: Blue Salms Mtg., 208 Harris.

more, orjuniorand are interested in scholarship oppor-

nonlechnicalma.jo1I. Sc:bolanhipscovermosttuition

SIOOmonthly aIIo~ Ifyouareafresltman, sopho-

6:341 pm: A1ph. Fbi Omega MIg., 227 Fulton

twlities, please conlactAFRarCin Harris HaU.. room

Monday
U:80 pm: University Orators ChapterofToastmas-

6:39pm: AUSA/sAME mtg., 302 Horri.

terslntemational, Mi"ouri Room UCE

6:30 pm: BSU Won.hip, Baptist Student Center

3:.30 pm: Otristian Science Mig., Sunrise

6!30 pm: SHPE mtg., 216 McNutt

4:30 pm: SigmaTauDeltaMtg.,2ndFloprLoungeH-

206orcall34I-6541

Meramec Area Legal Aid Corpontion (Legal
Aid) will beginservingclients in a new area of the law.
Legal Aid will provide an attorney free of charge

to

eligible clients for simple estate planning. ClienlScan
now receive help with planning (or the future.
Services to be provided include simple wills,

l'OMPpJIlO!" FOR

F\ll.LiIRIQ,HT ..

GRANrsciPENS
The United Sta;" Infonnation

'

Agency (USIA):

the :J: Willism Fullbright Foreign 5.:holarsliip Boon!

~FS):andthc~lUtcqf1n,tcmatiqM!Eduoatioti(llEi

o~~tions,8:Dd a&~teip.entofCa~rgo$bythe

anpo~cc!l!<May!,I~,ffi,i~o~g?tthe'99S: . '- '.~:

applicant

%compctitionforFuUbrightGran.. forgra<h!atcslUdy

their classroo

or researdt abroad in academic fields and for profes-

c1assroomifi

lan.31,l995,andawards will be announced in April
6:30 pm: Introductory Coundl MIg., 103 Engineer-

6:30 pm:

College, UMR Soccer Complex.

Se~~ol,lis~~nacademi~~o!Ttlanc:e.rep:'

FellOWship applications are being taken through

12:00 pm: UMR Men's Soccer vs. Northeast Mis7:00 pm:

th~ Gr11~ate ANNu~

4:00 pm: Bahai Oub 'Welcome to Missouri" p~

ChernE

7:00 pm: ASCE Mtg., 114 CE

'.

Al1programs~u.iretbe,ubmissiono(.f~ow

4:30 pm: S-MSTA mtg., G·8 H-SS

Saturday

areoperatedbyOak Ridge~.iatedUniv.,.b

McNutt

9:00 pm: SUB Movie: Pretty Woman,l04 ME.

6:to pm: Spelunke" Club Mtg., 204 McNutt

~ion's:r 'l'1)(

practicalexperienceatOOElaboratof)'. Awardsvar)t

_

11:00 ani-l:1O pm: SME Bratwurst Sal.. , OU..ide

4:30pm: Int'lStudent Oub Officers Mtg., Walnut

,:&0 pm:

~lI\dn;tedicalscien~ ORIS~~ditspro- '

manyofthesc
.c{iact

. ti.. (ORAu) duouln • nunag';"cn1-and operating

Record Examination (GRE). Students must have re-

4:30 pm: Interview skills workshop, 20 l Norwood

.and maDagemmt s)'Stems •.energy and envirOnment · . '.'

fees. monthly atipend., and the opportunity 10 gain

4:00 pm: Gaming Asooc, Open Gaming Session,

3:38 pm: SIUCo Student Issu.. Mtg., Silver & Gold.

grams in lcimceand Cr';gineering education, ~I •

Graduatefdiowahip_apoasoredbeDOE

9:31 pm: Gamm. B... Sigma Mig., 212 McNutt

....

Steakhowe,I060Hisl>,..y63South.

for students interaled in

punuinamutet'lordoc:toraldegreesinsuch 1l'CU U
~

1Ioctey"Pud:.

!Orne profes~
evening wher

_ _ ,applicdheallhpltys-

of dollal"l are

Due

pIt_,Aroeonlingwillguidcy~tluouahthec:aUand
will uk you Io.input yourfaxnutitbcr. A copyorihe

"AS-a!
'.' 1Ii~
interfe~qce.~

caJJlpUS, . .

see AID, page 16

1]Iis~

~
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Opinions
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.

PROFESSORS
~ COACBE.S \UIO REALLY-UNDERSTANDS
THE NEED OF A WELL
..
. '" . . '
.
ROUNDED"EDUCATION.:... WHO REALLY CARES??
,, "

"'1

,

,".

",

. 'As"a student at UM~, I'm'a little concerned ovenome recent events taking place on
camp~s.: 1he-s<ev.e~~§ c,opc'ei:n '.ollr:athleqc teams more specifi~ally our athletes, and the
interfex:e'1c~f]:o..~~,~I)l9 ·P~9.f~ssorsto ~19~ ~h~n) ~o :c~~p~ty (n ~tj1letic events. Th~re are
some profes~rs who.refus.e te .give,exams.,during tne day and hold common·exams, in the
evening when athletes are either practicing.or playing a game. Then there are some who feel
athletieS'tiilV,e' rtbplace iiir6lafion to aca~eO)i~s,: S6~m~ at~l~tes have even been penalized by
professo~s J:uirf.o~-ileing~q.letes::'Many ,o( t11e,~ ath!ete~.come to UMR because. of the combination pta<:~~~n)i9.S :~,d,athteijc·s.~ If not for the right combination 0f athletics and academics
many ofthe-seaWetes..woul<:i not-even be 'here;' ,-,', -.
. '
-.coaetie§ are'askedto allow ,studehts ,to le'irve 'PtaCtICe for"help sessions·and study
sessions: ' TQ'ey also mow &fupe,nts to be Jilie}Qf p~qtice_s be,cause of classes. Practices are
even re's~~~UI¢.: fp liIi~~ athItres~to t~e common exams'- If coaches are expected to give up
time wheRthe entire teamneeds ·to be together to pr.actice why then can't professors give in a
little and allow athletes the time they need to be together to play in the games.
,
Any nonnal person will tell you that aweIf'rou'ndeCl education is important in the
developrllent' of ev'ery indi~rdual: including athietes. If everyone were to check the records
they would discover that om athletes carry a very high grade point average. Isn't it time that
some of the professors understand that a well rounded education includes many things other
than classroemlearning: Many aWetesllsewhat they learn'in the classroom anq apply it to
certain'situations on'th«(athlefic' field. 'SO-me rise 'wha:ftney learn on the field and apply it to
their classroom situations. Ci)O'sequently; some students would not be as proficient in the
classroom if it were not for athletics.
This repQrt c_al)s.on th~ Student C~)lm~il t9 ~e aJQng hard look at this problem and to
also consIder baiirnng common e~ams. they net only -affect the athletes but other students as
well. Finally, I believe that it is in Writing somewhere in UMR literature that athletes are to be
excused form classes for athletic contests. I'm sure you will agree who is really concerned
about the students education as a whole. Thank you coaches!
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Checks in the mail
If you receive financial aid in the
form of Stafford Loans, you probably
noticed a change in the procedure this
year . You probably noticed you didn't
,have to stand in line for hours at the
Cashier's Office. write a hot check for
your tuition. and.then race to your bank
with your loan check to cover it. This
was the primary reason for the change •
according to the Cashier's Office. They
a,lso hoped that those with refunds
would have their refund checks prior to
the first day classes. In nearly all
situations, this was the case.
"
However convenient, there was
still concern lingering in the minds of
some students. Several students expressed concern about the risk involved in sending an endorsed check in
the mail. With the risk involved in
sending an endorsed check in the mail.
With today's U.S. Postal Service that is
a valid concern. Several "what if"s
were mentioned that required some
answers.
The questions were eventually addressed by Mr. Robert M. Rahner.
Assistant Director of AccountinglFiscal Services. Mr. Rabner acknowledged the possibility of losing the
check in the mail. He responded by
saying that in such a case there would
be a "stop payment" placed on the
original check and a new one issued.
Mr. Rabner said that about two or three
checks had been lost at the begiruiing
of this semester and in all cases the
students got all of their money without
penalty. only somewhat delayed.
When asked about forging the
University's narne on the check that

~~~~~~~-:---;iJ.'~1 .~TUDINT UN~ON 10AID
. ·-[PIISINTS:

you've already signed, Mr. Rahner replied that the University has a special
seal of endorsement that would be ~
difficult to forge. In the event that a
bank did cash such a forgery, the bank,
am not the student. would be held
responsible, Mr. Rahner was very
confident in the program and its overall
safety for students. He realizes the
potential for complications but feels
.the number of such cases are very few.
He was also asked about how "eyecatching" the envelope was and informed of the students concern that this
was an easy advertisement for crooks,
He responded that the idea was an
obvious trade-off. It had to be eyecatching enough for the students to
realize that it needed attention and
wasn't just another piece of "University
junk mail". while being susceptible to
the "check inside" look as it traveled
through the mail system. Mr. Rahner
felt that the benefits outweighed the
possible problems.
Mr. Rahner was also confident that
the administration is handling the disbursement procedure in a much more
efficient manner that will ultimately
benefit the students. He also offered to
work with students should they have
more concerns and invited students to
come talk with him. lfyou have further
questions about the procedure you may
pick up information at the Cashier's
Office (G-4 Parker Hall) or in Mr,
Rahner's office (G-2 Parker Hall).
On a side note, don't get too upset
about the whole check thing.... Loan
disbursements will be made electronically after the W'95 semester!!!! No
lines, no checks, ... no problems???
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Choose from 3
different fundrals,rs
lasting either
3 days or 7 days.
No InvCSlmenL Earn $S$S to
your.group plus penooaI'
cash bonuses for yourself.
For ,details, call:
l.soo.~l.o5l8, Ext. 65

~atlKda!1 OCt. 22/8:()()

Leadi
T~eQtre/ CastleVVlQVlHall
i
I

a ---.

I

RESEARCH
IfOIIMATION
urgest Ubrary of InfDrmatiCn U.S. In

aU subjects
Order catalog Today w.th V,sa I MCor COO

•" '

800-351-0222

,
or (310) 477·8226
Or, rush S2.OO 10: Rssearch InformatiOn
11322Idaho Ave" #206 A los Angeles , CA 90025
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FOR
SCHOOL!
MONEY
FREE
NEVER REPAY!
CASH GRANTS!
MJLLlONS AVAILABLE! FREE DETAILS!

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

Rush S.A.S .E. To:
Federal Information Service
P.O. Box 644 Rolla, MO 65401

The Univ

football ieam
IOUS journeY

neyinvolved
proportions,

12th & PlNE 364-3311
RIGHT NEXT TO CAMPUS

STUDENT 8 BALL
POOL TOURNAMENT
STARTING TUES. OCT.
25 AT 7:00PM

THE MINERS FAVORITE HANGOUT
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR SPECIAL PRICES
ON YOUR FAVORITE BEVERAGES & SNACKS
ENJOY OUR LARGE SELECfION OF GAMES & MUSIC

DAILY LUNCH SPECIALS 11:30-2:30

FAMOUS BURRITOS FRI

Yes. Ibe NC

MY DEGREE GOT ME TIlE INTERVIEW.
ARMY ROTC GOT ME TIlE JOB.

-=--

Things got pretty competitive for this
job . I'm sure my college degree and good
grades kept me in the running. But in
the end it was the leadership and management experience I got through

Army. ROTC that won them over.
You can begin to develop impressive
le adership skills with an Army
ROTC elective. Regist~r now without
obligation.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTESTCOWGE
COURSE you CAN TAKE.

houseleamO
for Hom ecO
)ackling Fiel
lOugh fighl t
play, only 10
and give aJ41
Wilblbeloss
I overall, and
The alrnO
was one of
dampered) sp
lOSS bUl eleel
pU1IOgether I
ondpossessio
yard field gc
R~ner sailed
offensive rail
defensive U(
Wallock,caIl
initial posses
ter, Waldop
runner, he co'

For details, visit Room 306, Harris Hall or call

341-4744

San

Bixler
PRINTING COMPANY
907 N . Pine. Rollo. MO 65401
3 14 -J6.<l- 1553 • FAX: 314 -J6.<l-6476

'I

~_'~W""_''''''~.• m~

Marvin & Connle Bixler
Owners

Merllee Hauck
Marclnda Redburn

IF TIlE HIGH COSTS OF COlLEGE
HAVE GOT YOU DOWN,
AIl\;I HIGH WTIH AIR FORCE ROT~ ,
College costs have never been known to go down.
But efforts to pay for your eduC/l.tion can get a big
boost with Air Force RQTC. In fact, you may be eligible
to compete for a full scholarship that will pay full college tuition, textbooks , fees and $\00 each academic
month.
That's just one of the benefits available to those who
Aim High. You'll also combine the lessons of leadership
with your college degree to begin an outstanding career.
From the day you join the Air Force, the advantages
continue to muliiply. Upon graduation, you'll wear the
gold bars of an Air Force officer - and you'll discover
the prestige and respect given to proven leaders. And
the kind of opportunities available to no other graduate
will be open to you.
It's your future, your scholarship, your decision.
Choose Air Force ROTC today.
Call 341-6541 or stop by 203 Harris Hall

Leadership Excellence Starts Here

The NFl
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Pittsburg State Rains Out M·iners Homecoming Efforts

4
•
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Brian Fortelka
Sports Editor

The University of Missouri-Rolla
football team embarked on a momentous journey last Saturday. This journey involved a mythical beast of epic
proportions, the Pitt State Gorillas.
Yes, the NCAA Division IT powerhouse team of the MIAA was the guest
for Homecoming at a drenched
J ackling Field. The Miners put up a
tough fight through three quarters of
play, only to collapse in the 4th stanza
and give a 34-0 victory to the Gorillas.
With the loss, the Miners drop to 3-2I overall, and 2-1-1 in conference.
The atmosphere at kick off time
was one of hope and high (rain
dampered) spirits. UMR won the coin
toss but elected to defer. The Miners
put .together a nice drive on their sec.
and possession of the game. But a 53
yard field goal attempt by Brandon
As the Miner
Risner saiJed wide.
offensive rallied to fmd a groove, the
defensive unit; led by tackle Jerry
Wallack, came up big. On Pitt State's
initial possession of the second quarter, Waldo put the big hurt on a Pitt
runner, he coughed it up and Courtney

'
4

Porter recovered at the Pitt 20 yard
line. ThIS was the break the Miners
needed, or so they thought.
After three incomplete pass attempts, the field goal unit was brought
on. A roughing the kicker penalty on
the Gorillas gave the Miners another
chance at the endzone. Three plays
later, on the one-yard line, quarterback
Jason Pollite fumbled the snap and
gave the momentum and ball to . the
Gorillas. This mistake proved to J?e a
deadly one for Miners.
From this point in the game, Pitt
State started its high charged rushing
machine in motion. The Gorillas broke
the scoring drought with a 7 play 54
yard drive capped off by a 9 yard rush
to paydirl With the extra point, the
Gorillas took the lead 7-0.
The defensivehighlight of the day
was by none other than the D-Man
Darrin Nix. The D-Man picked off an
errant Pitt pass for his 8th consecutive
game with an INT. Nix just seems to be
in the right place at the right time
according to an anonymous UMR
coach.
•
The second half saw the rain slow
down but not the Gorilla attack. Pitt
State scored on a 10 yard pass late in
the third quarter to extend their lead to
14-0.
This is where the Miners fen
asleep at the wheel. The Gorillas put

together a 70 yard 14 play ~ve to
extend the lead to 21-0. The drive ate
up seven minutes on thecIock and most
importantly, all Miners ideas of upset
on the day.
The Miners dug themselves even
deeper graves with two costly fumbles
on kickoff returns. Poor fielding by
Miner returners gave Pitt State good
enough field position to tack on two
more touchdowns. The final tallt of
34-0 gave the Gorillas a convincing
win.
The final score did not indicate
however, the ,good effort the Miners
gave. Pitt State is one of the finest
Division II programs in the country
year in and year oul With the win the
Gorillas move to a perfect 5-0 on the
season. They are presently ranked #4
in the country. Pitt State will surely be
around when the Division II playoff
pairings are announced in November.
Statistically for the Miners, quarterbac:':'J ason Politte was 9 of26 for 90
yards with 2 INTs. On the ground, the
Miners tallied 77 yards. The leading
rusher was Ernest Brown who fmished
with 36 yards on 15 carries. While
fullback Russell Zung racked up 29
yards on 7 attempts. A tough day
'against one of the nations best defenses.
While the defensive stats don't
show it, the Miner defensive unit had a

solid effort. Pitt State racked up 363
yards on 69 attempts on the ground.
Only 40 yards through the alf was
allowed but two of the Pitt touchdowns
•
were airborne. Tackle Jerry Wallack
recorded a sack, while linebacker
Brian Gilmore continued to lead the
team in tackles, he recorded 20 total in
the loss. Solid efforts by Ted Button,
Cary Lange, and Darrin Nix were evident in the loss.

The Miners travel to Maryville,
Missouri to square off against Northwest Missouri State. The Bearcats
enter the contest winless at 0-6 after
,
being beaten by Washbum in the battle
of the conference doormats. The Miners could use an easy victory this week,
and the Bearcats could prove to be just
thal· Kickoff is scheduled for 1:3Opm
in Maryville. Lets get back on the
winning track.

II_ 0'SIM0
The stands at Jackling Field were umbrella filled last Saturday for
UMR's Homecoming. Heavy rain and cold conditions put a slight
damper on the festivities. The faithful watched in a mezmerized stare
as Pitt State defeated the Miners 34:0.

San Diego Remains Only Unbeaten Team; NFL Challenge Week #5

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -'
Bryan Schneller
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Asst. Sports Editor

The NFL is through the flfst six
weeks of the 1994 season and everyone
should have a good idea Of how and
where their favorite team will fmish.
Personally, I'm a Dallas Cowboy/Chicago Bear fan and both are at the top of
their divisions. I predicted Dallas 'to
three-peat and sa;d the Bears probably
won't m8ke the playoffs. We'll see both
in the playoffs and Emmitt getting another Super Bowl MVP award!
Each week I provide the reader
with a little bit of information/trivia
abouttheNFL, and I won't let you down
this week. This week is about how
having the home-field advantage isn't
always so sweet. There may be no
place like home, but it may be overrated. Even though the oddsmakers
generally rate the home-field advantage as being worth three points, the
home teams hadonly'a 124-100 edge in
the regular-season games last year.
That meant the home teams won 55.4
percent of the time. This was a 12game drop for the home teams, who
had a 136-88 edge in 1992 when they
won 60.7 percent of the time. Last year
was the worst mark for home teams in
a non-strike year since 1986, when
they had only a 118-104-2 advantage.
Overall, excluding the playoffs, the
home field doesn't seem to be a huge

edge. Thus far, the home team is 43-34
in 1994 NFL games, which is just
slightly better than last year's mark.
The only suggestion I have for the drop
in the home team win percentage is that
the talent is more evenly distributed
throughout the league and that the draft
has been used cOrrectly by the weaker
teams.
For every Buffalo, which has been
the best home team over the last six
years with a 41-7 regular-season
record compared with a29-19 mark on
the road, there is a Dallas. Over the last
three years, the Cowboys have been
19-5 at home and nearly equal at 17-7
on the road.
Even dome teams don't always
have an edge at home. While Detroit
was '8-0 at home and 4-4 on the road in
1991,NewOrleans'homerecordof3117 in the last six years is only slightly
better than it's 27-21 mark on the road
over that span.
Now tha\ you've all had your trivia
for the day, let's talk about the results
from Week #6 of the 1994 NFL season.
AFC East - The big game in the
east was the Miami Dolphins (4-~) at
the Buffalo Bills (4-2). The Bills defense turned Marino into a mere mortal, while Buffalo's hurry-up offense
huddled up, slowed down and
steamroUed to a one-sided 21-11 victory. The Bills are beginning to sound
a lot as they have the last four years
when they have bull-rushed the Super
Bowl. Bills receiver said it best, "You
can't get rid of us. We're like that little
gnat that keeps flying around your

head." The Bills weren't buzzing Sun- Ryan and Buddy-Ball. In another Eastday, but were rumbling as they rushed ern Divison grudge match, the Eagles,
for 214 yards and threee touchdowns. behind Randall Cunningham, nearly
Buffalo now has the overall edge in the eseaped the Redskins 21-17.
East. In another eastern divisional
NFC Central-In the Central, both
matchup, the N.Y. Jets defeated the the Chicago Bears (4-2) and the Green
Colts 16-6.
Bay Packers (3-3) won to k~p the
AFC Central - The Central had division close. The Bears extended
the week off. No Results to report.
their win streak to three games behind
AFC West - San Diego (5-0) re- the quarterbacking of back-up Steve
mained the only undefeated team in the Walsh by defeating the Saints 17-7.
NFL and pulled to a two game lead in Lewis Tillman· had the first 100 yard
the West by thrashing the Kansas City rushing game for the Bears in nearly a
Chiefs (3-2) by the scoreof20-6. This . year. In Green Bay, the Packers had to
game had the same seenerio as the overcome a 17-3 halftime deficit to
K.C./Ram game two weeks ago, just a defeat the Los Angeles Rams 24-17.
more scenic locale. Another bruising The Packer defense held Jerome Bettis
back grlnded the Chiefs defense to bits to just 65 yards on the ground and
while the K.C. offense was out of sync Reggie White extended his all-time
all afternoon. Natrone "Night-Train" sacks lead with two sacks.
Means rushed for 125 yards and a
NFC West - Atlanta (4-2) was
touchdown. Did I say touchdown? The yelling bring on the Forty-Niners,
Chiefs have forgotten what that word bring on Deion while routing Tampa
means. K.C. hasn't scored a touch- Bay34-13. The win kept the Falcons in
down in the past two games while a tie for the division lead with San
being outscored 36-6. The old-pros, Fran. Craig "Ironhead" Heyward
Montana and Allen have gone to bed. rushed for two TDs and Jeff George
threw two TDs for the victory. The
Night Night Boys!
.
NFC East - How bout' them Cow- game to watch next week will be the
boys! Emmitt Smith and the Dallas Niners at the Falcons.
Cowboys (4-1) gave Buddy Ryan and
Best of Week #6
his Arizona Cardinals (1-4) a great
Rushing
lesson in humility in a 38-3 drubbing. Natrone Means (125 yards, TD)
This was Buddy's worst loss as an NFL Thurman Thomas (125 yards, 2 TDs)
head coach. Emmitt Smith, despite Leonard Russell (103 yards)
playing with a sore hammy, scored two Lewis Tillman (100 yards, TD)
touchdowns and Troy Aikman threw Barry Sanders (95 yards, TD)
two TDs. Dallas intercepted five
Passing
passes, while snapping a personal Drew Bledsoe (321 yards, 2 TDs)
severi-game losing streak to Buddy Joe Montana (310 yards)

Jeff George (269 yards, 2 TDs)
Jeff Hostetler (2?0 yards .. 1D)
Scott Mitchell (246 yards, 2 TDs)
Receptions
Ben Coates (9 catches, 123 yds)
Marcus Allen (9 catches, 83 yds)
Michael Irvin (8 catches, 136yds, TD)
Michael Haynes (8 catches, 84 yds)
Sh@llnon Sharpe (7 catch~, 87 yds)
Receiving Yards
Michael Irvin (136 yards, TD)
Ben Coates (123 yards)
Brian Blades (90 yards)
Shannon Sharpe (87 yards)
Michael Haynes (84 yards)
NFL Challenge Week #5
Results of Week #4
Mr. G: Miami (+3.5)
L
Indy (+5.5)
L
K.C. (+1)
L
L
Arizona (+13)
Hus:
San Fran (-5)
W
San Diego (-1)
W
Hemp:
Raiders (+3)
W
G.B . (-7.5)
L
San Diego (-1)
W
L
Miami (+3.5)
Fort:
NE. (-3)
L
San Diego (-I)
W
Standings: W L T pts
Mr. G 7 7 I 15
Hus
7 7 I 15
Fort
5 10 0 10
Hemp 4 10
9
Week #6 picks:
upset lock close call
Mr. G Phi(+9.5) SF(·6) Clev(-I.5)
Hus
NE(+2) SD(4) Cle v(-1.5)
Fort Wash(+I)NYG(-2.5) Hou(+1.5)
Hemp NE(+2)NYG(·2.5) Clev(-1.5 )
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Many dedicated fans endured the rain last Saturday at UMR's
Homecoming game. This particural fellow showed the pure fanatical
spirit that UMR fans are known for. If this is you, stop by the Miner
office Thursday at 5:00pm to pick up a Fan in the Stands T-shirt.

Source

lliehool O'Shea

lliehool O'Shoe

Linebackers #31 Cary Lange and #34 Brian Gilmore look on as
#7 Darrln Nix attempts to slow down a Pitt State runner wHh a
kick to the face. The Miners look to rebound after their first
conference loss of the season.

Nice catch!· #25 ElliotJackson hauls in a Jason Pollite pass during the
Miners loss to Pitt State.

'Ford Looks On As Michigan Cruises
,

Clean, crisp copies ...with
24-hour access available.

MAIL BOXES ETC.'

Southside Shoppers World'364-0006

Do you want to use your bike for '
something other than transportation?
Do you want to ride it somewhere other
than to classes? Do you want to learn
how to make 8.djustrnents and perform
routine maintenance on your bike? Do
you want to hang out with fellow students who are into cycling? If so, then
the UMR Cycling Club is for you! We
hold regular meetings every Wednesday at 4:30 pm in our shop in the
basement of the Rolla Building, located at the corner ofUC-West and the
M.E, Building. Everyone is welcome
to come and be a part of our organization.
Our next scheduled ride is a mountain bike ride, and is on Sunday, October 16th. Call Matthew at 3684262
(or e-mail matthewC@umr.edu) for
details. We hope to see you there!

:e

Chris Reiter
Sports Writer

The Wolverines retired Gerald R.
Ford's jersey at halftime against the
Michigan State Spartans. The 38th
President of the United States played
center for Michigan sixty years ago.
Evidently the ceremonies were successful - I guess someone warned the
ex-president of the stairs. I hope not
just the history majors understand:
Besides that stuff. there was actually a pretty good game played. That is
if you like an all-ground attack offensive game. Michigan runningbacks,
Tyrone Wheatly and Tim Biakabatuka,
combined for 296 yards rushing.
Michigan State was edge out in total
offense 560-286. State had 17 yards
rushing, ten penalties, one fumble, and
only twenty minutes of offensive
possesion. In other words. they played
like crap and Michigan pounded them.
After the 40-20 thrashing, Wheatly
declared a trip to the Rose Bowl on
New Year's Day was in their future. I
don't think Tyrone realizes that the Big
Ten Champion makes the Bowl trip;
that would be Penn State. Come on Mr.
Heisman (in his dreams), use that little
brain and start thinking reallistically.

Florida and Auburn had good practice games this weekend in preparation
for their SEC showdown this coming
Saturday in sugar1and. The Gators
beat LSU 42-18 with quarterback
Terry Dean throwing for217 yards and
his 18th touchdown pass of the season.
Florida ended up using four different
QB's in the contest. Don't ask me why?
LSU dropped to 14 and 1-3 in the SEC,
while Florida won their 17th consecutive SEC game.
Auburn continued to tear it up in
the SEC by handing Mississippi State
their worst loss in four years. Terry
Bowden's Tigers totalled 554 yards
offense and manhandled the Bulldogs
offense recovering three fumbles and
allowing just over 100 yards rushing.
As for next Sunday's matchup with
Florida, Auburn has· an offensive attack that will be too much for the
Gators to handle. Win, loss, or draw,
these two teams will face-off again in
the SEC Championship game.
Penn State was the only ranked
team idle this past weekend, giving a
lot of teams a chance to move up or
moveout. Moving out would be Notre
Dame, Oklahoma, Ohio State, and
North. Carolina State. The Irish were
embarrased by Boston College again,
This time no last minute field goal was
necessary. The Eagles munched Notre
Dame 30-11. Once again, #@$*!
Michigan!

Texas proved to be a team to be
reckoned with by upsetting Oklahoma
17 -1 O. Texas should be undefeated.
but Colorado - well never mind - Nebraska is gonna win the Big Eight.
N.C. State lost to Louisville 35-14.
Enough said. As you can see, there are
some big chances in this week's poll.
Oh by the way, for you three Miami
fans, if that many, the Canes beat up on
Florida State, Yippee! Could this be
the beginning of another home winning
streak. Remember, the Washington
Huskies broke Miami's lengthy home
win streak earlier this season.
Reiter's Top Twenty
1. Florida (5-0)
2. Nebraska (6-0)
3. Penn State (5-0)
4. Colorado (5-0)
5. Auburn (6-0)
6. Arizona (5-0)
7. Michigan (4-1)
8. Texas A&M (5-0)
9. Miami (3-1)
10. ' Florida Sate (4-1)
11. Alabama (6-0)
12. Washington (4-1)
13. Texas (4-1)
14. North Carolina (4-1)
15. Notre Dame (4-2)
16. Kansas Sta~ (4-0)
17. Virginia Tech (5-1)
18. Syracuse (5-1)
19. Oklahoma (3-2)
20. lllinios (3-2)
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SUBConscious
Well, Homecoming 1994 is finally
over. You'll have to wait a whole year
to Jello Wrestle, and dress up like Joe
Miner on the Puck. Congratulations to
the 1994 Homecom ing Queen, Tricia
Ruma, and the runners up and congratulations to all of the overall winners.

-

Is You

The SUB movies this weekend are
Gross Anatomy, starring Matthew
Modine and Christine Lahti, and Pretty
Woman , starring Richard Gere and
Julia Roberts . Both movies will be
shown Friday and Saturday nights, at 7
and 9pm respectively.
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Stri ke it ri ch with the
Kappa Delta Gold card
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Coming later this month: The
Spencers, illusionists on October 22
(parents Day), at 8pm in Leach Theatre. Free Tickets are available to
students at the cashier's window outside the bookstore, now' Public Tickets are only $3. So take your Parents
when they come to UMR for Parents
Day! On October 26, The National
Shakespeare Company will be performing Julius Caesar in Leach Theatre, at8pm. Free Tickets are available )
to students at the cashier's window, '"
public tickets are $3. Get your tickets
before it sells out!!

Kappa Delta
SOURCE
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The women of the Epsilon Alpha
chapter of Kappa Delta Sorority have
struck gold and wo uld like to share it
with the Rolla community.
As a means of raising funds for her
national philanthropy, the Children's

ISamoun·

lay, Octo.
368-4262
r.edu) (01

Hospital of Richmond, Virgin ia,
Kappa Delta is selling Rolla Gold
Cards .
The Rolla Gold Card resembles a
credit card and provides discounts on
merchandise and services provided by
local businesses. Each card provides
discounts on dry cleaning, video rentals, sportswear, and food. The card
costs $5 .00 and is valid until September 30, 1995.
To obtain more information about
the cards, or to purchase cards, call
368-4301 or 341-3560.
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The Counseling and Career Development Center (C&CD) is located on
the second floor of Norwood Hall,
room 204_ There are several new faces
at the C&CD this year. Kevin Gaw,
Ph.D is the new counseling Psychologist, Julia Zapadka, MA, NCC is the
new Counselor and Angie Parsons is
the fresh addition to the clerical staff.
The C&CD provides UMR students,
faculty, and staff with a safe, confidential environment to express personal,
professional, and/or academic concerns.

All of us at the C&CD care about
what happens to our students, faculty,
and staff. We offer individual, couples
and group counseling free of charge to
UMR students, faculty, and staff.
Having been a student recently
myself, I am all too aware of college
being an emotionally, intellectually,
spiritually, and physically challenging
ti me. For many students college is

their first experience living away from
home. This transition brings up many
issues for students such as sexuality,
relationships, time management, re:sponsibility, and family issues--so that
the challenges you face as students are
often difficult to deal with. I want to
emphasize that all of us at the C&CD
became counselors and psychologists
because we are very dedicated to helping others and enjoy what we do. We
encourage you to visit the center and
use our facilities , or just stop by and say
hello .
The pressures of UMR faculty and
staff are also recognized by the members of the C&CD staff. In the past we
have seen faculty and staff with issues
ranging from improving relationships
with a partner to stress in the wo rk
place.
The C&CD has a resource library
that provides self-help materials on
test taking, time management, career
paths, and stress management. There
are a variety of books, videos, and
cassettes in the resource Iibrary--some
of the topics include: relationships,
grief, divorce, and self-esteem enhancement. These materials can be
checked out for personal use.

Group counseling involves a small
number of individuals coming together
to address common issues or concerns
such as self-esteem, relationships, and
stress management. Most group participants fmd group counseling to be a
positive interpersonal experience.
Personal Resource Development
programs (PRD's) are offered by the
C&CD. These pre-scheduled programs are designed to help students
cope with college life. Some of the
topics for PRD's include: study skills,
stress management, text anxiety, long
distance relationships and many more.
We also welcome program requests
form faculty and student organizations.
For example, each year we are invo lved with Freshman Engineering
where we present programs on study
skills/time management and the Profession al Development Plan.
If you have any questions about the
C&CD please call us at 341-4211 or
just stop by. There is always a counselor or psychologist available. If emergencies arise after hours (8:00 am-4:30
pm) and you need to consult or talk
with a counselor please call the University Police at 341-4300. They can
get in touch with a counselor at any
hour.

The Green Is Here!!!
Ryan Fisher
Starr Writer

If you haven't noticed the excitement
on campus yet this week, then you
obviously haven' t been around the
puck. The reason for the excitement
is because of the arrival of the 1995
SL Pat's sweatshirts. This means
that you can start buying your green
from us any weekday from 8:30 to
3 :30 at the puck. The price of this
year's sweatshirt will be $19, and
they are available in all adult sizes
(youth sizes will be made available at
a later date).
So come out and get your green
from us today so that you can be one
of the first people wearing what will
be the most popular shirt in Rolla this
year . You can also start thinking
about friends and family back home
because there are only 75 shopping
days till Christmas and everyone
knows that St. Pat's gr~.en is one of
the best gifts yo u could give.
Don't forget to be working on
your ideas for your float entries, because sign up is this Sunday at 6:00
p.m. at Tau Kappa Epsilon. The
theme is Famous Firsts, if yo u have
any questions call Matt Grundy at

368-5323.
On a side note, Friday afternoon's
Green/Gray Classic ended in much the
same way that the Classic always
seems to end. ... with the St. Pat's ComIT'ittee in the lead. Of course, when the
game ftrst got underway it looked
bleak for the green with the I.F.C.
scoring a quick ten points that went
unanswered for quite a while. Then
the St. Pat's offense came alive when
quarterback Doug Davidson threw a
beautiful touchdown pass to Chris
Goo, and Mike Bracket was able to
kick the extra point.
After half-time, Nick Miller
scored the touchdown that put us
ahead of the I.F.C., with Bracket again
adding the extra point. As the second
half progressed, the Green continued
to dominate the Gray, with key interceptions by Matt Grundy and Chris
Goo . It was Chris Goo who again came
through for the Green with yet another
touchdown, which would turn out to
be the winning touchdo wn. With eight
seconds left on the clock the I.F.C.
began to make a comeback when they
scored a touchdown and made the extra point, but it became a matter of too
little too late and as time ran out the
score was 20- 17 in favor of the SI.
Pat's Committee.
So get your green and wear it with
pride because the Best Ever is only
155 DAZE away!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Charles Janson
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Time, Killer

:AsK M~ ANYTHING, the column that answers your questions
•
ing Homecoming activities like all the wineries in Missouri are located
• My Fellow Students,
Greetings, salutations, and the
like. This week I've got some really
fun stuff. But frrst, let me say that
there is some stuff I'm looking into,
and it will be out in next week's
issue. I justdidn ' t have enough time
to get the proper research done before
this issue .. .
So, back to the really fun stuff. I
know that I promised last week that if
I didn ' t get anything to look at that I
would be writing about an especially
interesting character with wacky

mis-adventures and foibles . But, you
were saved! The response was overwhelming (anything more than two
queries counts for overwhelming
right now), and now I've got all sorts
offunthingstoresearchoverthenext
couple weeks. But for now, since I
could not get in touch with the people
that will soon provide me with the
information that I will then provide
to you, I'll tell yo u about an adventure of my own that you' may wish to
repeal...
This weekend, instead of attend-

other good folks here at UMR, I elected
to visit the town of Hermann, Missouri
for their annual Oktoberfest. I must
admit that I did not attend any of the
Homecoming activities, but it's not
like it wa< the first Homecoming I
missed, so I was o.le. with it. Anyway,
Hermann is a great place to go for the
day or for the weekend, and the town is
a giant party. In fact, it's a HOOT!!!
While the weather was not the most cooperative, we (my companion and me)
hardly noticed in the midst of all the
Duck Dancing, eating, and yes, drinking.
The town has a lot to offer in the
way of antiques (if you're in to crusty
old things or refurbished old things,
then Hermann is the place). There is
also excellent German food at nearly
every street corn er and bar (the
Bratwurst und kraut anywhere in town
are about the same, very good, and
approximately $2 apiece, and there are
potato pancakes to be eaten - at about
$1.50 a plate) or the food at the
Stonehill Winery is very good but a bit
pricey (dinners are about $10 to $15
per plate and you must make reservations). There are also 3 or 4 bed and
breakfa sts which are reason ably
priced, but were booked for the month.
However the drive from Rolla isn't that
bad, but I'll get to that later.
No w the reaso n for goin g to
Hermann - the scenery. No, just kidding. A majorreason to go to Hermann
is· for-the wines: Some of the oldest

ACROSS
here (the oldest being the Stone Hill
1. Dined
Winery from 1847). And likewise
4. Hawaiian hello
some of the best wines in the country
9. Swiss mounlain
12. Doris-(everything from red to white to
13. Diamond measuremcol
cherry wines) are produced in this
14. Meadow
area. There are about four large
IS. Parts of plays
wineries in or around town that are
11. Style of type
easily accessible by foot. And the
19. - - Angeles
best part, you can go around to these - 20. Make happy
121.
Among
different wineries and sample the :
23. Slang (abbr.)
wines before you buy them. How-_ 24. Scoundrel
ever, I strongly recommend that - 27. Free from
you designate a sober driver as a
28. Copier
30. Shelter for bird
day of just sampling will make you
31. Preposition
a bit woozy, much less if you choose
32. Make ready
to purchase and consume any al34. Gold symbo l
coholic beverages. You can buy all
35. S. yl.
types and quantities of wines at any
37. Mexican food
38. Signed (abbr.)
of the wineries or the many shops in
39. Field of conflict
town. The two best known wineries
41. Tellurium symbol
are the Hermannhof and Stone Hill,
42. Sheltered sid e
both offer sampling centers, wine
43. Mockery
45 . For Your Info
gardens, and German food . Oh, you
(abbr
.)
can also purchase all kinds of baked
46. Flower
goods and cheeses. I was able to fmd
48. Tent materi al
my most favorite bread of all time
51. Shon for doctor
there - Zimbrot (Mmmmmm!
52. Easterner
54. LODg time
Mmmmmmm!), and some really
55. Female Deer
good cheddar and wine cheeses.
56. Sharp paiD
The other part of Oktoberfest is
57. Color
the celebrating.' There are numerous
German folk bands playing, folk
DOWN
I. Announcements (abbr.)
singers, and, of course, the dancing.
2. Label
Everyone is welcome to dance (it's
3. Feature on face
usually the Duck Dance), and as the
4. T o p cards
crowd becomes more intoxicated,
5. - - Vegas

See Hermann, page 17
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6. EHher
7 ... Ice pell ets
8. Petal oil

9. Affirm
10. 'Hawaiian neckwear
11. - - Man
16. Fall off to sleep
18. Make up
20. Lift up
21. Smell
22. Unimportant
23. BiOi
25. Accepted matter o f procedure
26. Piece of music
28. Argon symbol
29. Chinese food
32. Co ncerning prisons
33. Verb
36. Ma r

38. Small piece
40 . Spaces
42 . - - Rand (author)
44. Fling
45. T",,'h
46. Stir
47 . Showcase for animals
48 . Tin
49. Verb
SO. Unhappy
53. Two (Roman)

see Solutions, page 18
i
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The 8'ahai perspective: The abolition of prejudice
Baha'i Club
SOURCE

One of the goals of the Bahai college Club is to familiarize the student
body with the basic principles of the
Bahai Faith. In our (;;)ntinuing effort
toward that end we offer another quote
from Paris Talks, by Abdu'l-Baha.
THE ABOLITION OF PREJUDICE
"All prejUdices whether of religion,
race, politics or nation, must be renounced, for these prejudices have
caused the world's sickness. It is a
grave malady which, unless arrested, is
capable of causing the destruction of
the whole human race. Every ruinous
war, with it's terrible bloodshed and
misery, has been caused by one of
another of these prejUdices.
The deplorable wars going on these
days are caused by fanatical religious
haired of one people for another, or the
prejudices of race or color.
Until all these barriers erected by
prejudice are swept away, it is not
possible for humanity to be at peace.
For thi s reason Baha'u'llah has said
These prejudices are destructive ~
mankind' . .
Conlemplale first Ihe prejudice of
religion: consider the nations of socalled religious people; if they were
trul y wors hipers of God they wo uld
obey Hi s lay which forbids them to kill
one anolher.
If prieslS of religion really adored

the God of love and served the Divine
Light, they would teach their people to
keep the chief commandment, To be in
love and charity with all men'. But we
fmd the contrary, for it is often the
priests who encourage nations to fight.
Religious hatred is.ever the most cruel!
All religions teach that we should
love one another; that we should seek
out our own shortcomings before we
presume to condemn the faults of others, that we must not consider ourselves superior to our neighbors! We
must be careful not to exalt ourselves
lest we be humiliated.
Who are we that we should judge?
How shall we know who, in the sight of
God, is the most upright man? God's
thoughts are not like our thoughts!
How many men who have seemed
saint-like to their friends have fallen
into the greatest humiliation. Think of
Judas Iscariot; he began well, but remember his end! On the other hand,
Paul, the Apostle, was in his early life
an enemy of Christ, whilst latter he
became His mos t faithful serv ant.
How then can we flatter ourselves and
despise others? Let us therefore be
humble, without prejudices, preferring
others good to our own! Let us never
say, 'I am a believer but he is an infidel',
'I am nearer to God, whilst he is an
outcast'. We can never know what will
be the final judgement! Therefore let
us help all who are in need of any kind
of assistance.
Let us teach Ihe ignorant, and take
care of the yo ung child until he grows to
maturity. When we find a person fallen
into the depths of misery or sin we mus t

be kind to him, take him by the hand,
help him to regain his footing, his
strength; we must guide him with love
and tenderness, treat him as a friend
not as an ehemy.
We have the right to look upon any
of our fellow mortals as evil.
Concerning the prejUdice of race: it
is an illusion, a superstition pure and
simple! For God created us all of one
race. There were no differences in the
beginning, for we are all descendants
of Adam. In the beginning there were
no limits and boundaries between the
different lands; no part of the earth
belonged more to one people than to
another. In the sight of God there is no
difference between various races .
Why should man invent such a prejudice? How can we uphold war caused
by an illusion?
God has not created man that they
should destroy one another. All races,
tribes, sects and classes share equally
·in the Bounty of their Heavenly Father.
The only difference lies in the degree of faithfulness, of obedience to the
laws of God. There are some who are
as lighted torches, there are others who
shine as stars in the sky of humanity.
The lovers of mankind, these are the
superior men, o f whatever nation ,
creed, or color they may be. For it is
they to who m God will say these
blessed words, 'Well done, my good
and faithful servants'. In that day He
will not ask 'Are yo u English, French,
or perhaps Persian? Do you come from
the East or the West?'
The only division that is real is this:
There are heavenly men and earthly

men; self-sacrificing servants ,of hu- inlportance to th,em and to their fame,
manity in the love of the Most High, as to be wi14ng to-shed the blood of the
bringing harmony and unity, teaching pe(iple . (or' their':altamment? Is any
peace and goodwill to men. On the " v'lcfuiy w~rth th~ ufevitable train of
other hand there are thos~ selfish men, evils consequent upon human both nahaters of their brethren,. in whose tions? For it is not possib\e that one
hearts prejudice has replaced loving country ~lone should slJffer.
kindness, and whose influence breeds
Oh! Why will man, the disobedient
discord and s\rife.
child ·of. God, who. sh<!uld , be an exTo which race or color belong iIlese '. ' ample of the power of the spiritual law,
two divisions of men, to the Whii., to ' turn his face from the Diving Teaching
the Y"lIow, to the Black, to the East, or and pUt all his effort into destruction
to the west, to the North or 19 the and war?
My hope inhatis this enlightened
South? If these are God's divisions why
should we invent others? Political century' the Divine- Light of love will
prejudice is equally mischievous, it is shed it's radiance over the whole world,
one of the greatest causes of bitter seeking out. the responsive heart's instrife amongst the children of men. telligence of every human being; that
There are people who find pleasure in the light of the Sun of )ruth will lead
breeding discord, who constantly en- politicians to shake off all the claims of
deavor to goad their country into mak- prejudice and superstition, and with
ing war upOn other nations-and why? freed minds to follow the policy of God:
They think to advantage their own for Divine Politics are mighty, man's
country to the detriment of others. politics are feeble! God has created all
They send armies to harass and destroy the world, and bestows His Divine
the land, in order to become famous in Bounty upon every creature .
the world, for the-joy of conquest. That
Are we not the servants of God?
it may be said: 'Said a country has Shall we neglect to follow our Master's
defeated another, and bought at the Example, imd ignore His Commands?
I pray that the Kingdom shall come
price of much bloodshed, is not lasting!
The conqueror shall one day be con- on earth, and that all darkness shall be
quered; and the vanquished ones victo- driven away by the effulgence of the
rious! Remember the history of the Heavenly Sun."
past did not France conquer Germany
more Ulat once-then did not the Ger- The UMR Bahai Club welcomes all
man nation overcome France? We inquiries, please direct your communilearn also that France conquered En- cations 10 Maureen Sidio-Hall (club
gland; then the English nation was presi!!ent) 364-6131 , or drop a note to
victorious over France!
the Bahai College Club, University
These glorious conquests are so Center West, via campus mail.
ephemenU! Why attach such great
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By GARY LARSON

Historical note: Until his life's destiny was
further clarified, Robin Hood spent several
years robbing from the rich and giving to the
porcupines.
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PROFESSIONAL '

IL\'IR
CRtU;T£RS

Lambda Sigma Pi

1720 NOI'TH BISHOP [(O LL A. MO 6541'1

RIGHT ACROSS FROM TJ .
JOY SULLIVAN

OWl'\EI(/STYLIST

The women of Lambda Sigma Pi would like to congratulate their
queen candidate, Miss Tricia Ruma, for being named Homecoming Queen
1994, We would also like to congratulate Miss Leslie Frost for being
named 3rd runner up.
We would also like to announce our first smoker which will be Friday,
October 14 at 4:30. The smoker will be hosted by Sigma Phi Epsilon. We
hope to see you there.
Lambda Sigma Pi Service Organization is psyched to have Chili, Chips
and Cheese be another outstanding success. It will be held in November
so get ready!

Your professional
source for all your
telephone needs.

.
-~spnnt

~

United Telepho/le

Call1·800·788·3500,

--------------------------------------------,
~~~tll ~IlU ~m~gll

- WELCOME BACK MINERS

University of Missouri at Rolla

I
I
I
I
I
I
II Name'.----------------~---I

"Freshman of the Year Application"
. MODERN BARBER SHOP '

II Local Address:__~,__-~--":'I!I..,. ,. ~-'-I.~:I.
ILocal Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ __
...

I
I UMR campus

.

Major: _______-'-___________
)
, 1 ...........

•
.

Hours Completed

p' lh . . & PIIlt: .St;l., ., ' ," -.,;
3 G4-24 ·15

.~:

.. •

Fr~(\ arHI J ~~

'; rc now open ,\1()ndays
:lncl cil)scd on S:llllnl;Jv~ - 7 :UII . to 5 p. m .
.

@UMR:_~~

COM~

UY

'\~D

51, 1.: L!S

>

.

G.P.A. @ UMR:_ _ _ __

org~izations (inc1uge offices and commj~tees held):
T~portltioo

Scholarships and Awards wOl~ at UMR:

Sports participation at UMR (Varsity, Intramural, Club):

Reasons You would like to be' Theta Tau-Omega "Freshman of the Year"
!

DRUNK DRIVING DOESN'T
JUST KILL DRUNK DRIVERS.
I Application Due: Monday, October 24tb
pnterview Date: Thursday, October 27th
IQuestions: Call Brian Christ @ 314-364-0710
II

I

~

. .'-

!

,

.. ,;. "i

US Department of

I

,'; J "

Nicholas Esposito, killed Oct. 18,
1989 at 8:25pm.

***Please return applications
to Theta Tau Omega's
Campus Mailbox.

Theta Tau Omega
" The Ellgilleerillg Fratemity"

,I

II

I

~-------------------------------------------~

Next time your friend insists on
driv ing drunk, do whatever it takes to
stop him. Because if he kills innocent
people, how will you live with yourself?

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.

t,! ~ ~ ~.~:~.--------------------------------------------------------------------------------~. .~~~. .~~~--. . .
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Pat Peritore to Speak on Cuba
On Thursday, October 13, Pat Peritore,
Professor of Political Science, UMC will
gIve a presentation entitled "U.S. and Cuba: A History of Bad Relations" at 7:00 PM in the parlor of
The First United Methodist Church, 9th and Rolla
Streets. This event is free and open to the public.
~ssociate

Professor Peri tore specializes in Latin American Studies. He has been to Cuba twice and has lived
in Mexico and Brazil. He is currently writing a book
about the environment in the third wo rld ,
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, The University Relations
Committee in Student Council is the
primary outlet for handling student
complaints. Our duty is to do our best
toredirect student complaints throught
the proper channels and make sure
they are resolved.
So far this
semester, we have been very busy
with student complaints.
The
following is a list of just some of the
student issues our committee is
currently pursuing.

Student
Servites

The
Student
Services
Committee takes on a variety of
projects throughout the semester.
Behind the fearless leadership of our
omniscient chairman, Josh Grove, we
are currently working on Teacher
Evaluations, Rollamo Refunds, the TJ
Tunnel Painting Contest, Priority
Registration for varsity athletes, The
Freshman Miner, Legal Brochures
explaining personal rights in various
situations, Rolla Night at the st. Louis
Engineer's Club, and acquiring a list
of Rolla businesses which offer UMR
OPEN POSTrNG BULLETIN
discounts.
BOARD -- There is a plan in the
Ann Grubb and Mike Lierz
works to construct a bulletin board to
are working on the teacher
be placed in one of the main avenues
evaluations which are currently in the
on campus. Anyone would be free to
process <if being published. They
post notices on this board, and
regulation of posts would be minimal.
should be ~vailable to students in the
StuCo office and library sometime this
JUDICIAL BOARD -- We would
week. Ho'pefully, the evaluations can
like to form a Judicial Board for
be added to the network.
handling student discliplinary matters
We are in the process of
that would be composed of student
setting up the TJ tunnel painting
members, faculty, and·'1he Student
·contest. Last year's winner, as you
Judicial Officer. The current system
might recall, was Dan Cassen·.
vests the power of disciplinary action
Matt Vandergriff is in charge of taking
solely in the hands of the Student
refunds for students who do not wish
Judicial Officer, with an appeals
to receive a Rollamo yearbook. He is
process that can actually result in a
also setting up the book exchange for
harsher punishment for the stJdent.
later on in the semester. In this,
students buy arid sell their books to
GRADlNG POLICY CHANGES each other instead of the bookstore.
In the current sYstem, if a student fails
Gary Ross and Jodie Courtin
a class, an "F" appears on their
are laying the groundwork for the
transcript. If the student then retakes
1995 Freshman Miner. It will be
the class and receives a highee grade,
distributed to all incoming freshman
both the "F" and the higher grade
for next year. The Freshman Miner is
appear on the transcript. We are
an informational publication as well as
working on changing the policy such
a recruiting tool for UMR and its
that the higher grade would actually •. student organizations.
replace the "F" on the transcript.
Dan Farmer and Andy' Carr
are in the process of adopting a list of
University Relations is also
legal tips acquired from UMpursuing several 'smaller projects this
Columbia for UMR and -Phelps
semester, which include: repainting
County. These range from listing the
crosswalks on campus, improving
consequences of DWI to tips on
drainage around the TJ Tunnel and
managing money.
Pump Handle to alleviate the gasoline
Bill Hahn is working with
runoff problem, adding more bike
the ' Public Relations committee on
racks on campus to accomodate the
getting a list of Rolla area businesses
large number of bicyclers, sending out
with UMR discounts. The list will be
parking information' to freshmen and
printed in the Freshman Miner and
transfer students in order to give them
will be made available to students as
an equal opportunity to obtain parking
soon as we have it.
permits, and: creating an Academic
April Buesch and Dan
Enhancement Center in the library
Leeper are working on the issues side
sjmilar to the one already at Thomas
of the committee. Right now, they are
Jefferson Residence Hall.
working on priority registration for
varsity athletes and getting the
If you have a complaint you would
admissions office to print a list of
like to share with us, you can contact
books corresponding to the Course
Student Council by email to
Schedule each semester.
stuco@umr.edu, or by calling our
I f you have any questions,
office at 341-4280.
feel free to contact Josh Grove at the
StuCo office(34 1-4280) or at
jgrove@umr.edu.
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Here is a copy of the resolution passed by UMR Student Council against
Hancock II. It passed at the Student Council meeting on September 27,
1994.
Resolution #9495R I
Hancock II Amendment (Amendment 7)
Meeting Date: September 27, 1994
WHEREAS: The Hancock II Amendment is on the November 8 ballot as
Amendment 7, and
WHEREAS: This amendment would have immediate and unplanned cuts
in the budget of the University of Missouri-Rolla, and
WHEREAS: These cuts would hurt students through increased tuition
and decreased services and programs, and
WHEREAS: These cuts would hurt the Rolla community through
increased unemployment that would result, and
WHEREAS: T hese cuts would hurt the State of Missouri through
immediate and unplanned reductions in state services, including highways,
social services, corrections, elementary and secondary education, in
addition to higher education;
THEREFORE: Be it resolved that the UMR Student Council make public
its opposition to Hancock II. Be it further resolved that the UMR Student
Council urges students, faculty, staff and members of the community to
register and vote in the upcoming election.
Respectfully submitted,
Andrew Sears, President
Student Council

Diana Alt, Recorder
Student Council

Keith Blackford, Vice President
of External Affairs
Student Council
Gayatri Bhatt, Student Representative
to the Board of Curators

Matt Benz, Vice President of Internal Affairs
Student Council

--------

The following are some of the
suggestions from the Student Council
"Say Anything" Table. If you haven't
already heard about it, the "Say
Anything" Table is a complaint!
suggestion table on campus twice a
week that is manned by actual live
members of Student Council! We
know you've always wanted to see us
in person. You can tind the / "Say
Anything Table at the Hockey Puck
on Monday from II :30 to I :30, and
on Thurdays in a different location
around canipus every week, such as
the library, McNutt Hall, or the EE
lobby. Without further adieu, here is a
sampling (not all) of the suggestions
we have received.
- Marriot should not have exclusive
right to sell food on campus.
-The
Students
Rights
and
Responsibilities does not reflect what
Student Council passed.
-The ai r conditioning in CE I 17 is not
working, and the room is really hot!
-There should be a posting area in
front of the library.
-There should have been more student
involvement in unity day, working
with intercultural committees of
Student Council, maybe cultural
dancing, maybe a concert that night.
-Parking should go ny credit hour as
far as availabilty, of who obtains
permits, and when.
-The bulletin boards in the breezeway
by the bookstore (such as "Greek
Life" or "Campus Activities) need to
be updated more often.
These are just suggestions from the
students and do not necessarily reflect
the views of Student Council as a
whole.
However, all of these
complaints will be investigated in
some form or another. If you have
any
comments,
please
email
stuco@umr.edu or call 341-4280 and
ask for Keith Blackford, Vice
President of External Affairs.

ATTENTION: ALL UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS

FOR THOSE OF YOU WHO DO NOT WISH TO RECEIVE A ROLLAMO AND HAVE
PAID YOUR STUDENT FEES, COMPLETE AND RETURN THIS FORM TO THE
ROLLAMO OFFICE OR THE STUCO OFFICE BETWEEN SEPTEMBER 1
NOVEMBER 4, 1994. Requests for refunds will not be accepted after November 4, 1994.

I request a refund on the 94-95 RoUamo. I understand that by doing so I will not be able to
receive the 94-95 yearbook, but I may still receive a 93-94 yearbook.
NAME,___________________

STUDENT ID#

(please print)
ADDRESS._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

PHONE NO . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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dent of the United States, establishes criteria for the
scl~tion ofcandidates and has the: fmal authority forthe

lwardingof gn.nts.

of application.

and are intended to supplement maintenance awards

RURAL MlSSOURI.INC.

Allapplicantsare raJuiredtohavesufficicntpl'Ofi-

from otherso\lJ'Ce$ thAt do not provide funds for travel

H)'Ouhavebecn anployed as afannworkerin the past

dcney in the language of the host country to carry out

AUgJ1Ults include basichea1thand accident insurance.

wo years, you may be eligible to receive frtt tuition

Complde prognm and application information is

assistance for your education.lf you have worked IS'

and olhercountries. Theyatll funded under the Mutual

Forallgrants.applicants must be U.S. citizens IUld

EducationlllllndOlltua.l&chllngeActofl 961 through

hQld a oocne.lor'sdegrt:eorit' $ equivalent by the begin-

Fullbright Full grants provide round trip intema-
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research allowance, and tuition waivers if applicable.

dents cum:ntly enrolled in a college oruni versity should

theirproposedstudy or research.

also contribute. The SFS. COOl posa;l. oJ 12

have four yean; of rcievMt tminingoutudy. Candidates

FullbrightTravel Grants provide roWld trip travel to the

contact theiron-c.amp'usFullbrightProgrnm Advisorfor
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"
re-vee-tvships at first. You know you 'll die a
This week - Deconstruction and what yoU:ve been waiting for!
Eric Avery:" I liJcen having been in lonely dowager, but that's OK. And
Mother Tongue. The rating scale:
Jane 's Addiction to having a relation- then out of the blue you get your penis
4.0 = Excellent
ship with someone that' s all wrong. rekindled ."
3.0 = Above Average
As soon as the album was comPart of what makes the sex so great is
2.0 = Average
what makes it doomed to an eatly end. pleted, Deconstruction decided to call
1.0 = Fair
This analogy really does apply, be- it quits. "The idea of Deconstruction
0.0 = Crap
Last week in my review of the Jesus cause when you break up with some- was to make a record, tour, then go off
and Mary Chain I made a mistake anp one, when you've been in a relation- and do other things, then get together
said that they have been a band for ship liJce the one I had with Jane's again much later: not to form a ban per
Addiction, you swear off all relation- se, yet not to be a project either. As it
three years, when actually
they have been aroound , . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , turned out,
~e
wanted
different
for ten years. Sorry for the
things from our
confusion.
Send questions or
carreers during the
making of this, and
comments via e-mail to:
shock@umr.edu.
we decided to part
amicably as friends in
a business situation.
DECONSTRUCTION
Then two days later
DECONSTRUCTION
American Recordings
the Chilli Peppers
GPA=3 .0
called. He (Navarro)
is a bit upset with the
At last, fans of the discontrar y popular
opinion,"
banded Jane's Addiction
get to hear the other half of
This album is fifthe band - perhaps the
teen songs thick, with
more creative side (minus
the le ad cut, L. A.
front man Perry Farrell
Song, being inspired
and drlJm mer Stephen
to Avery after an attiPerkins). Eric Avery
tu de laden poetry
(bas s, vox) and D ave
reading in the city.
Navarro (guitar, vox)
"Some young acgrabbed
drumm er
tor was readi ng yet
Micheal Murphy and proanother poem about
ducer Rick Ruben (Def
how the city turns on
American) to relaese a
you. I unexpectedly
tr uly powerful and alterfound myself getting
native one-shot album. If
this odd burst of civic
what you liked from
pride. After the riots,
Jane's Addiction was the
the earthquake, the
gui tar fl as h and deep
fires - I mean this city
is so interes ti ng.
funky grroves, than this is DECONSTRUCTION

Life
. Personally, I found the whole situation
pretty gosh dang hilarious, but the
above-mentioned principal retired before the next Christmas season could
arrive. I wonder if there's any relation?
Anyway, that's my suggestion for
the week, boys and girls. In this world
of genetic cloning, we have got to
make a name for ourselves some-

Hermann
the number of original dances increases. Don't get me wrong, though:
the town is not one drunken mob.
"Johnny law" is ever-present and the
open container laws are strictly enforced, but as long as you are at a
winery or bierhall, everything is
alright.
To get to Hermann, I would recommend taking 1-44 east to Cuba, and
going north on Highway 19. This will
take approximately 90 minutes and
will take you directly into town and
wovide you with some awesome fall
colors on the way up there.
An
alternate route would be to take Highway 63 north to Jefferson City and head
east on Highway 94, but you' ll add
about 40 minutes to your travel time.
The Oktoberfest will run for the
next 2 weekends in October (both Saturday and Sunday rain or shine). Oh,
also, the wineries start selling or sampling early ( lOam to noon) and stop
early also (between 5 and 6pm).
Just four more things before I go ...

from page 7
where. We have to stand out from the
crowd or the crowd is just going to
swallow us whole. Oh, and by the way,
for any of you guys who happen to be
a bit discouraged by the lack of females on this here campus, the saying
that girls love guys in ties is still quite
a true statement. Think about it.

from page 8
I.} When you get into town stop at
the information booth first. It's on the
left side of the street next to a bakery,
right after the flashing red stoplight.
Go there to get your maps and an idea
of what you want and where you want
to go .
2.} Please drink responsibly or des
ignate a driver as the roads to and from
the town are both challenging and dangerous - especially if the driver is intoxicated. Plus there are numerous law
enforcement officials that will be enforcing all laws on the way home.
3.} Have a great time! This town is
known for its good food, wines, and
fun. There is fun for a cOuple, a large
group, or a large group of couples - any
way, it'll be a HOOT!!!
4.} If you have anything for my
regular column, please, drop me a line
either on the superhighway or in the
mailbox. Just in case yo u've forgotten,
my address.es are:
Ask Me Anything, 103 Norwood
or j anson@umr.edu

There is so much going on here. However I don't recommend going to L.A.
poetry readings."
Avery has already
recovered from the
ephemeral existance of
Deconstruction and is
begining to formulate
another brainchild .
'Tmgoing
the exact opposite way
musically" he s ay s.
"There will be a basic,
repetitious core, more
emotions, and less intellectual thought. The
next record will have
less head and more
heart"

see Review, page 18

MOTHER TONGUE
MOTHER TONGUE
Epic / 550
GPA= 3.4
When you look at a
photograph , most of
the time you just see a
two -dimensional image printed on a piece
of paper. Nice hair
mom, cool plaid pants
dad. But sometimes
the photographer. will
forget that they are
bounded to only twodimensions and radically push your sensory
perceptions. They will
capture an im age
where you 're looking
at a picture of a waterfall and your mind tells

~'11'~-~--iz-z-a- &-S-te-a-k----.
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House

121 Howard Johnson Drive· Rolla, MO

364-0517
We Serve Daily Specials
Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner

• .Pizza

Special$ ~ ·

- .

2 Medium One Topping Pizzas
2 Large One Topping Pizzas
·oro
Buya Large Pizza at regular price and get a

6 Pack Absolutely FREE
Pepsi of Diet Pepsi
Dille ill or Carry Out • r or Deli very add $ 1.00

10% ofTwith Student ID on Reg. Priced liems
weakly and dail yspccials

Try Our Specia lti es
Pizza • Steak • Gyros· Souvlaki · Lasagna • Spaghetti • Salads
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" Midnight Madness" Approaching Soon
UM R
Basketball
Sports Source
Practice for the 1994-95 basketball
season will start on October 15, and the
University of Missouri-Rolla men's
and women's teams won't waste a
minute of time getting started as "Midnight Madness" comes to the Gale
Bullman Multi-Purpose Building.
The Miners and Lady Miners will
hold their first practice starting at
12:01 am. on October 15 in the arena_
Festivities for the opening night of
practice will begin at 10:30 p.m., as
UMR students are invited to take part
in a number of contests for prizes being
donated by local businesses. Admission to "Midnight Madness" is free _
"This has turned out to be a trend
across the country, and it turns out to be
alot offun for the players, students and
media," said men's head coach Dale
Martin_ "The idea is to try and get
people more aware and focused on
basketball, and is also a major tip-off to
the continuing season ticket sales_"
Season tickets for the 1994-95 season will be on sale at the door on the
evening of October 14th and are on sale
in the athletic office at the Bullman
Multi-Purpose Building.
"I also think this will be a lot of fun

fo r everyone, " said women's head
coach Linda Roberts. "It will be a great
opportunity for the students and public
to come out and have fun with the
basketball programs, and to get excited
about the upcoming season. I know our
players will be glad to see the end of the
pre-season conditioning and get a ball
in their hands."
The contests will begin at 10:30
p.m., followed by performances by the
UMR band, cheerleaders, and Gold
Miners up to the time when the team;
will be introduced. After a warm-up
period, the Lady Miners will have a
twenty minute scrimmage fo, the fans,
followed by a twenty· minute scrim- ·
mage by the Miners.
"Hopefully we will get a lot of
interest in the residence halls, Greek
organizations, and the independents as
well as the members of - the
communrnity," Martin said.
Not only will the Miners and Lady
Miners open practice at the same time,
they will also open the 1994-95 season
on November 19th at home. The
.women's team will begin the 5:45 p.m.
doubleheader with a game against
Central Methodist, while the men's
squad will take on Lyon College, formerly known as Arkansas College_
The Miners and Lady Miners hope
everyone catches the "Hoop Fever," so
come out and see what they got! Look
for your 1994-95 baketball schedules.
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SIGMA PHI EPSILON'S RISK MANAGEMENT WITH iUDC;'E MITCH
S UNDAY. OCTOBER /'6, 3 P.M. , ME 104
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ALCOHOL JEOPARDY WITH IFC AND PANHELLENIC
WEDNESDA Y. OCTOBER .19, 7 P.M., Mark Twain Room
WHA TIS HIV/AIDS? BY SIGMA PI AND THE WELLNESS COMMITTEE
FRIDAY. OCTOlJfR 21 , 7 P.M., G-4 HSS

eoopany: Geo'

oat. at

"MOCKTAlLS" WITH IFC AND THE ST. PATS COMMITTEE
SUB COMEDY NIGHTCLUB WITH VINCE CHAMP
THURSDI\ Y. OCTOBER 27, 7:30 P.M. , UC-E CAFETERl/I.

I

Kajors:

Kina"" (
Reaaru:
W
ork LQel

.tart 1st

ALSO: JOIN NRHHS RED RIBBON CAMPAIGN, WATCH FOR QHA'S
HEADSTONES, AND ENJOY "Mock TAIL" NIGHT IN THE RESIDENCE HAllS

Coordillated by U?vIR TECHS Peer Edllcators, 106 Nonvood Hall, 341-4292

I1ILL TIME EMPl
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Lady Miner Soccer - RolIs~ ' On
_
,

Lady Miner Soccer
News Source

Many baseball players have attempted to reach the magic number of
61 since Roger Maris achieved that
homerun total for the New York Yankees in 1961. The UMR women's
soccer team appears to be shooting for
the number 61 -- as in the school record
for goals in a season_
The Lady Miners got a little closer
over the weekend as they won the
Pizzaz Classic at SIU-Edwardsville_
With their wins of 2-0 over GardnerWebb and 4-1 in overtime against
Lenoir-Rhyne, UMR improved its
record to 9-2 and its goal total through
II games to 44_ The Lady Miners still
have seven games to play this season .
In the tournament, Amber Fischer

(Wyoming, Ohio) also put her name in
the record books as she tied the singleseason goal record set by Mary Gasper
and Lisa Tieber during the 1986 season. Fischer scored the first UMR goal
in Friday's win over Gardner-Webb,
then added two goals during the overtime period on Saturday to give her 16
goals for the season.
Natalie Sanders (Lenexa, Kansas)
also scored her 15th goal for the year,
which gave UMR the lead for good in
Saturday's win. Sanders, Fischer,
midflelder Stephanie Ingalls (Dublin,
Ohio) and goalie Rachel Lewis (SI.
Louis, Mo./Cor Jesu) were named to
the all-tournament team for their performances .
The Lady Miners will play only
once this week, but it is a big game -Wednesday night at the University of
Missouri- SI. Loui s against a
Riverwoman team that was ranked
early in the season.

.•
,

Lady Miner Softball
News Source

About 12 hours after basketball
practice gets started on the UMR campus, the Lady Miner softball team will
playa lOO-inning game at the UMR
softball field against Florissant Vall~y
Community College. The contest will
start at noon on Oct 15.
The game, being played as a fundraiser, will consist of 100 innings
against a pitching machine. The defensive team will be in the field for five
innings at a time, with the bases being
cieared every three outs. To speed up
the game, all hitters will get only one
strike.
The lOO-inning contest will conclude the fall season for the Lady Miners, who finished the 1994 spring ~ea
son with a 26-21 record.

Review

from page '

you that you can feel the mIst 01) your then comes the bone crushing sound of
face- clouding up your wayfarers. You guitars bringing .you. abruptly im~ ' .
can feel the ground rumble under your rudely back to reaIlty wliile the vo~ ~ ~
feet from the force of the tons of water scream out "she ~ay' s lOok at me! s.tare.
crashing into the pool in front of you. I / come on dadiiy fu9~ me, if you dare]
can '"I ; ount how many dimensions of .' - can't you see I'm crazy /. yeah sugar .
". ,
emotions and raw power MOTHER dacidy I'm gone." . -, .
TONGUE has trapped into their debut Their ability to write such poweralbum.
ful , thought provoking, and emotionDavid Gould (bass, vox) says ally disturbing lyrics h~ to come from
"We're not alternative, indie, or angst- real life_ This isn't about watching
rock. We' re a rock band with the some pseudo-world TV show and comfreedom of expression that goes along ing up with ideas about songswith that. " Ie "love music and we love defmetly no glam-rock here. Christian
what music does ." And wh'at Leibfried (guitars, vox) says this about
MOTHER TONGUE . does is chal- the band: "It' s like a child. We conlenge every ounce of your body to at- ceived it and it grows on its own, it
tempt to withstand the musical assult, learns on its own - through us, but
clearly using all o! their "freedom of we're just part of the mechanics ~ '
The group was initially formed by
expression."
"The S.eed" is an epic tragedy about Geoff Haba (drums) and Chnstian
a girl who has a baby while being Leibfried in Austin, Texas_ "Mother
addicted, and the baby's "bones shak- Tongue is the archtype language," says
ing .crazy for a fi.~ / so in a week it's Haba about the name. "We try to
back to turning tricks." Musically, this communicate - to touch people - with
song has the effect of cradeling you in our music." This is an album that
its arms deluding you to believe that belongs in any music connoisse/ll"S lieverything is okay, that you're safe - braiy.
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Date of Interview: 11/02
Na j on. CHE ELEC DIAN HECH

~oapany:

Nethod:

Open

IIET

Company: Hollister
Date of Interview:
Najon :

Niniaua CPA: 2.700 Nust be Sophoaore Junior standing.
aeaarka: 10/19/9. siqn-up posted. Deadline Oct. 26, 199. 8 : 00a.
Work Location: Oyeraburq, T.nn•••••
.tart work .pring and or auamer 95

11/03

HECH

Minim\DI CPA: 2.450 Must be Sophomore Senior Junior standing.
aeaarka: 10/13/9. Thursday, posted for siqn-upa Deadline 10/20/9. 8 : 00
Work Lor.ation: Kirkaville, Mia.ouri

Start 1st co-op work •••• ion spring 1995

WALL STREET JOURNAL· AND COMPANY INFORMATION AVAILABLE IN
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES CENTER

coapany: Epoxyn Products
Date of Interview: HAS NOT BEEN DETERJUNED
Hajon. CHE ELSC NECH CMPS

Method:

PRS-Closed

Mini.ua CPA: 2.450 Must be Sophoaore Senior Junior Grad Stu. atandinq
aeaarke: 9/7/9. 8iqn-up. postad Deadline Wed., 9-1.-94
Work Location: Mountain Hoae, . Arkanaa • . (Potential co-opa MUST
be interested in workinq in Mountain Home Area
INFORMATION MEETING - Tuesday, Sept . 27, 199. at Univ . ctr Eaat
Ra 214 Mark Twain Room 7:00 - 8:00pm- Informal meetinq

In preparing for an interview with II corporate employer students frequently do
research on the company. The Career Opportunities Center has at least four
types of information available which are supplied by the company. These are:
II large binder of product. company and financial information;

videotepe {typically 5 to 15 minutes in lengthl produced by the company:
brochures, annual reports, etc. from the company filed alphabetically;
pamphlets, brochures and information sheets in sufficient quantity that each
interviewee may take a copy.

company: Georgia pacific Corporation
Date of Interview: 11/02
Maj ors: EMAIl MECH

Method:

PRS-Open

Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must be Freshman Sophomore standing.
Remarks: 10/l2/94 sign-up posted. Deadline lO/ 19/94 Sam
Work Location: Cuba, Missouri
start 1st co-op work session spring 1995
,

The Career Opportunities Center also subscribes to the Wall Street Journal,
and has past issues available for students. Scanning the Journal for 'recent
news can assist the student in speaking knowledgeably during an interview.
At least three types of business news can be helpful. Obviously recent news
about the company ·is important. The Journal can also provide information
about the company's industry and competitors, which may come up in an
interview.
Recruiters frequently say that if a student is not well informed about the
company, the re cruiter concludes that the student is not interested in working
for them. Some interviewers say that one of the questio"s they like to ask
early in the interview is. "What do you know about our company? " Obviously
the student who has done the research is in a position to start off with a
favorable impression.

I

Fu~~ -Time Ecrp~oyment
FULL TIME EMPLOYMENT SCHEDULE INFORMATION
FOR NOVEMBER 7-ll
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CONSTRUCl'::)N COMP
Method, PRESCREEN
1750 S. Brentwood Blvd
Interview Date:
St. Louis, MO 63144
Attn: Mr. John Komlos,
Degree Level: B
Minimum GPA : 2.000
r-:ajors :
eIVL
Grad Oates , 1294 0595 0795
Citizenship: US/Perm
Position Available: Project Manager
Position Location St. Louis , MO & Tampa , FL
ARCO

Deadline for submitting:

October 21

CONSOL INC .
Method, PRESCREEN
Consol Plaza
Interview Date: 11 /0 9
PittSburgh, PA 15241
Attn: Mr. I van Rahn, Manager Manpower Services
Degree Level : B M
Minimum GPA: 2.000
Majors:
MIN
Grad Dates: 1294 0595 0795
Citizenship: US /Perm
Position Available: Project Engineer
Position Location: PA. WV, VA. KY, OH, IL
Deadline for submitting resumes:
October 21
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Apply-for the Discover@Card
by November 10.
Spend $75. Get $25 back~
NO Annual Fee.

If YO(l ~Oti'T 60T IT.,

Look for applications and certificates on campus.

6lT IT:~

'Th1s otler vaIld lor DlBoovor C&rd II'PUcalIona .....lv1Id by IIIIO/ 94.1hat are II'Pl'OV8d and .nrolled between 9/ 21 and 11/ 21/94.
Otfer vaIld lor purohase. mad. by 3/31/96. Ce.ah advan.../ba1ano. transl.rs ..eluded. Otfer llmlted to on. rebate per ~yn!..... -
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